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Critical indices in a d51 filled-band Fermi system
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By renormalization-group methods we obtain nonperturbative results about ad51 system of interacting
spinless fermions in a periodic potential when the conduction band is filled. Both the strength of the interaction
and the amplitude of the periodic potential are assumed to be small. We determine that the large-distance
asymptotic behavior of the two-point Schwinger function is anomalous and described by two critical indices,
explicitly computed by convergent series, related to the renormalization of the spectral gap and of the discon-
tinuity at the Fermi surface.@S0163-1829~97!03023-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study ofd51 systems of interacting fermions ha
attracted interest, not only because they can describe1 suit-
able strongly anisotropic compounds but also because
have a very rich structure, and their properties may g
hopefully, hints on the intricacies that might be present
higher-dimensional models: for instance the properties
somed52 compounds which manifest high-Tc supercon-
ductivity are explained by assuming that they have so
properties typical of one-dimensional systems2 ~‘‘Luttinger
liquid behavior’’!.

The standard Hamiltonian of a system of one-dimensio
fermions with spin s that move in a periodic force
2u]xc(x), c(x1a)5c(x), and interact via a short-rang
pair potentiallv(x2y) is

H~f!5T~f!1uP~f!1lṼ~f!1nN̄~f!, ~1!

T~f!5E
2L/2

L/2

dxfx,s
1 F2

\2]x
2

2m
2mGfx,s

2 ,

P~f!5E
2L/2

L/2

dxfx,s
1 c~x!fx,s

2 ,

Ṽ~f!52E
2L/2

L/2

dx dyv~x2y!fx,s
1 fx,s

2 fy,s8
1 fy,s8

2 ,

N̄~f!5E
2L/2

L/2

dxfx,s
1 fx,s

2 ,

wherefx,s
1 , fx,s

2 are creation or annihilation fermionic fiel
operators with spins on the Fock space of fermions confine
in a boxL5@2L/2,L/2# with periodic-boundary conditions
obeying the anticommutation rule. Ifs50 we say that the
fermions are spinless while ifs561/2 they are spinning
and in this case the sum over the spins is understood.
takeL5Na, whereN is an integer. We assume thatu andl
are dimensionless andc(x)5(\2/2ma2) c̃(x/a), v(r )
5(\2/2ma2) ṽ(rp0), with c̃(x), ṽ(r ) also dimensionless
560163-1829/97/56~3!/1296~13!/$10.00
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moreover it is not restrictive to assumeu>0 and *0
ac(x)

50 and we choose the sign ofl assuming thatv̂(0)
2 v̂(2pF)>0. Finally c̃(x) andṽ(r ) are assumed to be rota
tionally invariant, i.e., even;u is called the amplitude of the
periodic potential,l is the strength of the interaction, an
m is the fermion mass,n is a counterterm to be fixed to al,
u-dependent value in order to fix the Fermi momentum~see
below!. We call V(f)5uP(f)1nN̄(f)1lṼ(f), and we
denote byE0

n ~ground-state energy! the minimum value of
H over the statesucn& with n particles, i.e., such tha
N̄ucn&5nucn&.

The grand-canonical state at volumeL, inverse tempera-
ture b, and chemical potentialm1n can be obtained by the
Schwinger functions~the imaginary-time Green functions3!:

Sn
L,b~x1 ,s1 ,«1 ;...;x2n ,s2n ,«2n!

5

E $Dce2*dkck,s
1

@2 ik02E~k!#ck,s
2

%e2V~c!)
i51

2n

cxi ,s i

« i

E $Dce2*dkck,s
1

@2 ik02E~k!#ck,s
2

%e2V~c!

~2!

where « i56, x5(x0 ,x), k5(k0 ,k)52p@(n01221)/
b,n1 /L#, if n0 , n1 are integers,\E(k)5(\2k2/2m)2m,
cx,s

6 , ck,s
6 , are Grassman variables and from now on

denote by*$Dce2*dkck,s
1 h(k0 ,k)

21ck,s
2

% the fermionic integra-
tion, a linear-operator defined over the monomials of Gra
man variablescx

6 by the anticommutative Wick rule with
propagator*dk eik(x2y)h(k0 ,k) where *dk51/bL(k ; we
set

gL,b~x2y!5E dk
eik~x2y!

2 ik02E~k!
. ~3!

In this paper we study the two-point Schwinger functi
defined as

S2
L,b~x,s,1;y,s,2 ![SL,b~x,y!. ~4!
1296 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 1297CRITICAL INDICES IN A d51 FILLED-BAND FERMI . . .
We call limL,b→`S
L,b(x,y)5S(x,y).

If l5n50 then-particle eigenfunctions ofH are the an-
tisymmetrized product of the one-particle wave functio
f(k,x,u), solving the Schro¨dinger equation with periodic
potentialuc(x):

F2\2]x
2

2m
1uc~x!Gf~k,x,u!5«~k,u!f~k,x,u!.

The functionsf(k,x,u) are called Bloch waves. We defin

ŜL,b~k;k0!5
1

L E dx dy d~x02y0!e
2 ik0~x02y0!

3f~k,2x,u!f~k,y,u!S2
L,b~x,y!,

S̄L,b~k;t !5
1

L E dx dy f~k,2x,u!f~k,y,u!S2
L,b~x,y!.

Many important physical properties can be obtained fr
the two-point Schwinger function. The occupation numbe
defined as

nk
L,b5S̄L,b~k;02!

and nk5 limL,b→`nk
L,b . The Fermi momentumpF(l,u,m

1n) in a d51 fermionic rotation-invariant theory with
chemical potentialm1n is defined requiring thatnk is not
regular, i.e.,nk or some of its derivatives are singular atk
56pF(l,u,m1n). If there are more than two points whe
the occupation number is not regular, the Fermi momen
is chosen such that it can be continuously parametrized bl
and it reduces forl50 to the Fermi momentum of the fre
l50 theory. Since the early works on the theory of Fer
systems,4 it has been realized that it is more natural to stu
the properties of weakly interacting fermionic systems wh
l is varied at fixed Fermi momentum rather than at fixe
chemical potential. Therefore, we fixn so that the Fermi
momentum in the interactinglÞ0 system, with chemica
potentialm1n, is equal to the Fermi momentum of the fre
l50 system with chemical potential equal tom, i.e.,
pF(l,u,m1n)5pF(0,u,m)[pF . The two points6pF are
called Fermi surface. The Fermi momentum whenL,b is
finite can be chosen as (2p/L)(nF

L11/2), if nF
L is an integer

such that (2p/L)(nF
L11/2)→L→`pF . The discontinuity at

the Fermi surface is defined as

Z215np
F
22np

F
1. ~5!

The spectral gap

D̄5E0
n111E0

n2122E0
n ~6!

can be computed from the imaginary poles ink0 of
Ŝ(k;k0); if i\k0,a , 2 i\k0,b , k0,a , k0,b.0 are such poles
then it is well known thatD̄5mina(ka)1minb(kb).

It is easy to check by an explicit computation that t
Schwinger functions for the freel5n50 particle system
with HamiltonianT1uP are given by the Wick’s rule in
termS0

L,b(x,y):
,

s

m

i
y
n
-

S0
L,b~x,y!5E dk

f~k,x,u!f~k,2y,u!eik0~x02y0!

2 ik02@«~k,u!2m#\21 . ~7!

The occupation number is given bynk5x@«(k,u)2m<0#
where x~condition! is 1 if the condition is verified and 0
otherwise. The Fermi momentumpF is then defined by the
condition«(pF ,u)5m. The discontinuity at the Fermi sur
face isZ2151. The spectral gap is equal to«@(qp/a)1,u#
2«@(qp/a)2,u# wherepF5qp/a, q is an integer, and it is
0 for all the other values ofpF . It is convenient to define the
adimensional spectral gap, ifpF5qp/a, as Dq
5(2ma2/\2)@«$(qp/a)1,u%2«$(qp/a)2,u%#. For small
u we haveD1[D5c1u1O(u2) wherec1 , the first Fourier
coefficient of c̃(x), is assumed from now on equal to 1.
pF5qp/a the system is called filled-band Fermi syste
The asymptotic behavior for large values ofux2yu
5a21A(x2y)21v0

2(x02y0)
2 of the two-point Schwinger

function depends critically on the value of the Ferm
momentum:5,6 ~1! if pFÞqp/a the two-point Schwinger
function decays asf (x,y)/ux2yu, wheref (x,y) is a bounded
function equal to sin@pF(x2y)# if u50, i.e., it behaves for
large distances as in theu50 case;~2! if pF5qp/a for any
N.1 one can find constantsCN , C such that

uS0~x,y!u<
CNDqa

21

11Dq
Nux2yuN

~8!

for ux2yu.Dq
21, while

uS0~x,y!u<
Ca21

ux2yu

for 1<ux2yu<Dq
21, if Dq,1.

In the filled-band case the large-distance behavior of
two-point Schwinger function is then discriminated by
intrinsic length, which isO(u) if the strength of the periodic
potential is small.

In the interactinglÞ0 case, the computation ofS(x,y) is
not an easy task. In general it is not directly studied for
Hamiltonian Eq.~1! but for different ones describing two
kinds of interacting fermions with a linear dispersion relati
~g-ology models!.1,7,8 The relation between theg-ology
model and the model Eq.~1! is quite clear in a renormaliza
tion group approach and it will be discussed in Sec. III. T
simplest of these models is the Luttinger model;9 it was
proved10 that its Hamiltonian can be diagonalized in terms
suitable bosonic operators and that the asymptotic beha
of the two-point Schwinger function for large distances
anomalous asS(x,y)5@g0(x2y)/ux2yuh#1l@A(x,y)/ux
2yu11h#, with A(x,y) bounded by a constant andg0(x
2y) is the free Luttinger-model Schwinger function; mor
over D50, Z2150 and npF2«2npF1«5O(«h). Also the

explicit expression for then-particle Schwinger functions
can be obtained.11,12 The importance of the Luttinger mode
is that there is a wide class of models whose properties
similar to the Luttinger model ones; such models are ca
Luttinger liquids.13 Many otherg-ology models were intro-
duced in the literature; the Mattis model,14 the massive Lut-
tinger model,7 the Luther-Emery model,15 and the Umklapp
model.16 Unfortunately, they are not exactly soluble, as th
Schwinger functions are not known. There are many res
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1298 56F. BONETTO AND V. MASTROPIETRO
on these models but they are obtained by the so-ca
bosonization method whose validity is not really clear.1

In recent times, the techniques developed in construc
quantum-field theory17 for producing examples of nontrivia
quantum-field models were applied to study the model
~1!.18 The aim was to obtain the Schwinger functions no
perturbatively proving the summability of the series expre
ing them. The existence of the two-point Schwinger funct
is proved19–21for the model Eq.~1! in the spinlessu50 case
by showing the uniform convergence inL,b ~at small cou-
pling! of the series expressing it. Its behavior for large d
tances is anomalous~Luttinger-liquid behavior!. The same
properties hold5 for the uÞ0 spinless case, ifpFÞqp/a
~not-filled band case!, and for theuÞ0 spinning case, if
pFÞqp/a, qp/2a ~not-filled nor half-filled band case!, and
the interaction is repulsive. In the spinning case, when
interaction is attractive or when the band is half-filled, the
are no available rigorous results; despite this many inter
ing conjectures about this case are present in the litera
~see below!. In this paper, we study nonperturbatively th
Schwinger function of the Hamiltonian Eq.~1! in the spin-
less case forpF5p/a ~similar results of course hold fo
pF5qp/a! i.e., for a value of the Fermi momentum corr
sponding to the filled-band case. Despite the fact that we
not find in this case a Luttinger-liquid behavior, which
expected only in partially filled-band models, our mod
shows an anomalous behavior which reduces to a Luttin
liquid behavior asu→0.

II. MAIN RESULTS

We consider bothl, u to be small; the case of smalll and
large u ~in particular greater thanCulu, if C is a proper
constant! can be treated by considering as Grassmanian i
gration the one defined byS0

L,b(x,y) Eq. ~7! instead of
gL,b(x2y) Eq. ~3!, i.e., by considering the periodic potenti
term in the Hamiltonian not as a perturbation but as a par
the fermionic integration; the large-distance behavior of
two-point Schwinger function is substantially identical to t
free one in Eq.~7!, so that this ‘‘trivial’’ case is not discusse
here.6

In the spinless case we prove that there exist an 0,«!1
and an5O(l2) ~Ref. 22! such that, foruuu, ulu<« the fol-
lowing properties hold.

~1! Decay of the two-point Schwinger function. S(x,y) is
such that, forux2yu.û(pF)

21

uS~x,y!u<Ẑ~pF!21
CNû~pF!a21

11~ û@pF#ux2yu!N
~9!

for anyN.1, whereCN is a suitable constant, while for 1
<ux2yu<û(pF)

21:

uS~x,y!u<Cux2yu212h3 , ~10!

whereC is a constant and

û~pF!5u11h2, Ẑ~pF!215uh1 ~11!

with h15b3l
21O(l3) and h25b1l1O(l2), b1 ,b3.0,

h35h1(11h2)
21. This means that, like in thel50 case

@see Eq.~8!#, one can distinguish two regions in the larg
distance behavior of the two-point Schwinger function, d
d

e
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criminated by an intrinsic length produced by the period
potential, which now is changed by the interaction fro
O(u) to O@ û(pF)#. In the first region, again, the two-poin
Schwinger function decays faster than any power, with
difference that in the bound the decay rateO(u) is replaced
by û(pF) and there is an extra factorẐ(pF)

21. In the second
region, it is bounded by a power-law bound, but the exp
nent is no longer 1 but 11h3 . Note the remarkable fact tha
contrary to what happens in the Luttinger liquids, the larg
distances asymptotic decay of the two-point Schwinger fu
tion is described in terms of two critical indices, not by on
Note also that in the limitl→0 or u→0 one should recove
the expected behavior.

~2! Anomalous occupation number discontinuity. There
are two positive constantsc1 andc2 such thatZ

21, Eq.~5! is

c1Ẑ~pF!21<Z21<c2Ẑ~pF!21. ~12!

If u!e2k1l22
, wherek1 is a constant, the interaction de

creases dramatically in the presence of the discontinuit
the Fermi surface, i.e.,Z21!1; in factZ21 is vanishing as
u→0 asO(uh1), in agreement with the Luttinger behavio
of the u50 case in whichZ2150.

~3! Anomalous spectral gap. It is possible to show that

D̄>
1

2
\v0a

21û~pF!. ~13!

There is a nonvanishing spectral gap also in the presenc
an interaction but, at least if the interaction is attracti
~l,0! and u!e2k1ulu, it is strongly renormalized by the
interaction as the ratio between the bare gap and the dre
gap is!1 for smallu and vanishing asu→0.

~4! Interacting Bloch waves. The two-point Schwinger
function can be written asS(x,y)5SA(x,y)1 ẽSB(x,y) with

SA~x,y!5E 1

Ẑ~k!

f@k,x,û~k!#f@k,2y,û~k!#eik0~x02y0!

2 ik02$«@k,û~k!#2m%\21

~14!

and ẽ5max$ulu,u,û(pF)%, f(k,x,u), «(k,u) are the Bloch
wave and its correspondent eigenvalue, andû(k) and
Ẑ21(k) are two regular functions such thatuû(k)2uu
5O(ul), uẐ21(k)21u5O(l) for uku.p/2a, and û(pF),
Ẑ21(pF) are given by Eq.~11!.

The Schwinger function can be written then as the sum
two terms with liml,u→0SA5g and liml,u→0ẽSB50. SA is
formally similar to thel50 Schwinger functionS0 , but the
amplitude of the periodic potentialu and the wave-function
normalization are replaced byû(k) andẐ(k). If SA were the
‘‘dominant’’ part of the Schwinger function, at least for larg
distances~what we are not able to prove!, one could interpret
this fact saying that the interacting one-particle wave fu
tions fork nearpF are approximately, i.e., neglecting corre
tions, f@k,x,û(k)#/AẐ(k), i.e., interacting Bloch waves
This extra momentum dependence is natural as we ex
that the interaction changes the one-particle wave functi
mainly for momenta near the Fermi surface. One can exp
then, that the spectral gap, which in the noninteractingl50
case isO(u), is deeply renormalized by the interaction b
tween electrons becomingO(u11h2), and becoming much
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56 1299CRITICAL INDICES IN A d51 FILLED-BAND FERMI . . .
larger or much smaller, ifu!e2k1ulu, depending on the at
tractive or repulsive nature of the interaction.

Unambiguous experimental observations of the ab
properties are made difficult by two facts. The first is that
model is one dimensional, but all possible candidates
quasi-one-dimensional as they consist of a parallel arran
ment of conducting chains and it is not obvious that one
neglect the inter-chain hopping. Moreover, our results
valid if one neglects the spin, but the presence of the spin
be relevant.

However, like in the case of the Luttinger model, one c
identify a class of models whose behavior is very close to
one we found for the model Eq.~1! in the spinless filled-
band case. For some of these models this ‘‘equivalence’’
a clear sense, in the sense that the dominant part of
~infrared! b function is identical to theb function of our
model ~see the last section!. This is the case of the
Yukawa2 model or of the massive Luttinger model wit
Hamiltonian

E dx (
v561

cx,v
1 ~v]x2m!cx,v1DE dx (

v561
cx,v

1 cx,2v

2lE dxE dyv~x2y!cx,1
1 cy,21

1 cy,21cx,1 . ~15!

It will be clear from the following sections that all the abov
statements are valid, up to trivial modification, for the abo
model. Then our result~3! confirms the belief~proved by
heuristic arguments! that the interacting gap in the massiv
Luttinger model is7,23 D11h, h5O(l). Note that the physi-
cal statements 1, 2, and 4 are, as far as we know, not pre
in the literature even heuristically.

On the basis of bosonization methods, many other mo
are believed to belong to the universality class of our mod
or of the massive Luttinger model. We mention~1! the Um-
klapp model,16 describing spinning fermions interacting
the half-filled-band case, when Umklapp scattering is r
evant, ~2! the Luther-Emery model,15 describing spinning
fermions with an attractive interaction; and~3! the Sine-
Gordon model with a suitable identification of th
couplings.24

In fact,1,8 the Hamiltonian of the Umklapp model is re
duced, by a bosonization transformation~whose validity is
however not clear, see below!, to the Hamiltonian of the
massive Luttinger model Eq.~15!, with the identificationl
5g2 , D5g3/2pa, if g2 ,g3 are parameters appearing in th
Hamiltonian ~the backward and umklapp scattering co
pling! and a is a parameter appearing in the bosonizat
transformation. In the same way the Hamiltonian of t
Luther-Emery model is reduced to the Hamiltonian of t
massive Luttinger model with the identificationl5g2 , D
5g1/2pa, if g1 is the forward scattering coupling. It is, o
course, crucial to have rigorous results about the phys
properties of these models, as many physical situations a
fact interpreted in terms of the models 1–3.1,8 In particular,
by accepting the reduction of these models to the mas
Luttinger model, the relations Eqs.~9!–~14! are indeed veri-
fied in these models.

The definition of a perturbative expansion for th
Schwinger function and the mathematical proof of its co
e
e
re
e-
n
e
an

n
e

as
eir

e

ent

ls
l,

l-

-
n

al
in

ve

-

vergence are in another paper;6 here, we discuss how to de
rive from such proof the physical statements 1–4. Moreov
we try to give an intuitive idea on the methods we used,
we think they are of interest for physicists. There are ma
advantages in using these techniques at least in this cas
compared with the techniques usually adopted in literatu

~1! We do not need to know that the fermionic dispersio
relation is linear; this is required in the bosonization,
in the standard-multiplicative renormalization-group a
proach. The description in terms of two kinds of pa
ticles emerges naturally in our approach and the differ
kinds of couplings in theg-ology model correspond to
the relevant part of the interaction.

~2! Although results similar to ours could perhaps be fou
by bosonization methods in the massive Lutting
model, we stress that the validity of this technique, w
the remarkable exception of its application in the Lu
tinger model,10 is not justified mathematically.1,25 As a
consequence, the physical quantities computed by
bosonization also depend on a parametera which does
not appear in the Hamiltonian and whose physical me
ing is not clear. This makes problematic the comparis
of the above quantities with the experimental data.

~3! On the other hand, the convergence of the series expr
ing the physical quantities allows us to compute the
with a fixed and known precision, which seems cruc
for a comparison with physical experiments. In the sta
dard multiplicative renormalization-group approach, t
calculations are confined to the lowest orders and
problem of the convergence of the series is not cons
ered.

III. THE PERTURBATIVE EXPANSION

We start by integrating the denominator of Eq.~2!, the
partition functionN. We set for simplicitya5\52m51.
This implies thatpF5p, v052p.

We perform a decomposition of the propagator:

1

2 ik02k21p2 5
12C0

21~k!

2 ik02k21p2 1
C0

21~k!

2 ik02k21p2 ,

~16!

whereC0
21(t) is aC`(R1) function which is 0 fort,pF/2

and it is equal to 1 fort.g(pF/2), if g.1 is a scaling
parameter; moreover C0

21(k)[C0
21@Ak021(uku2pF)

2#,
E(k)5k22pF

2, and we call the two addends, respective
g(<0)(k) and g(.0)(k). Equation ~16! allows us to re
presentck,s

6 as the sum of two independent Grassma
ian variables, ck,s

6(.0) , ck,s
6(<0) with Grassmanian

integrations $Dc (.0)e2*dkck,s
1(.0)g(.0)(k)21ck,s

2(.0)
% and

$Dc (<0)e2*dkck,s
1(<0)g(<0)(k)21ck,s

2(<0)
%. The integration on

c (.0) of N

E $Dc~.0!e2*dkck,s
1~.0!g~.0!~k!21ck,s

2~.0!

%e2V~c~<0!1c~.0!!

[e2V0~c~<0!! ~17!
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1300 56F. BONETTO AND V. MASTROPIETRO
gives21,5

V0~c!5 (
m51

`

(
n50

` E )
i51

2m

dkiWm,n~k1 ,...,k2m ;z!

3)
i51

m

cki ,s i
1 )

i5m11

2m

cki ,s i
2

3dS (
i51

m

ki2 (
i5m11

2m

ki12np D , ~18!

where 2np is a spatial vector and the kerne
Wm,n(k1 ,...,km ;z) are C` bounded functions such tha
Wm,n5Wm,2n and uWm,nu<Cmzmax(2,m21) if z5max(l,u,n).

After the integration of the ultraviolet field component
i.e., of c (.0), the problem is reduced to an essentially ide
tical one but with a purely ‘‘infrared’’ propagatorg(<0) and
a new potential with terms of an arbitrary degree in t
fields. In order to perform the integratio

*$Dc (<0)e2*dkck,s
1(<0)g(<0)(k)21ck,s

2(<0)
%e2V0(c<0), the propa-

gatorg(<0)(k) is decomposed as26

g~<0!~k!5
12C0

21~k!

2 ik02E~k!
5 (

h52`

0
f h~k!

2 ik02E~k!

[ (
h52`

0

g~h!~k! ~19!

with f (t)5C0
21(gt)2C0

21(t), and f h(k)
[ f @g2hAk021(uku2pF)

2#. This allows us to writeck,s
(<0)

5(h52`
0 ck,s

(h) . The numbersh will be called scales.
Sinceg(h)(k) does not have good scaling properties~it

contains an intrinsic scale lengthpF
21! it is convenient to

write the propagatorg(h)(k) asg(h)(k)5(v561gv
(h)(k) with

gv
~h!~k!5x~vk!

f h~k!

2 ik02k21pF
2 , ~20!

where x~k! is the step function, i.e.,x~k!50 if k,0 and
x~k!51 otherwise. Thex functions select the two quasipa
ticles with momenta close to6pF ~Ref. 17! with propagator
gv
(h)(k); note thatg1

(h)(k) and g21
(h) (k) are compact suppor

functions with disjoint supports. Ifvk.0 we will write in
the following k5k81vpF , where k8 is the momentum
measured from the Fermi surface and we shall use the n
tion k85(k8,k0). We can write gv

(h)(k81vp)
5g2hgv(g

2hk8)1ḡ(h)(g2hk8) with ḡ(h)(k8) regular and
weakly dependent onh and

gv~k8!5
f @k0

21~k8!2#

2 ik02vpk8
.

This induces a decomposition ofck,s
(h)5(v561ck81vpF ,v,s

6(h)

andck81vpF ,v,s
6(h) to have a distribution which, up to scalin

is essentially h independent, i.e., the distribution o
ck81vpF ,v,s
h,6 is the same ofg2h/2cg2hk81vpF ,v,s

(h),6 up to cor-

rections negligible in the h→2` limit. From the
renormalization-group analysis of the model with Ham
tonian Eq.~1! naturally emerges a description in terms
-

ta-

two kinds of quasiparticles labeled byv561 with linear
dispersion relation. The Fourier transform ofgv

(h)(k), called
gv
(h)(x), verifies the bound ugv

(h)(x)u<ghCN /@1
1(ghux2yu)N] for any N.1, if CN is a suitable constant.

A naive definition for the effective potentials~but, as we
will see below, not the most suitable one! could be

e2Vh~c<h!5E )
l5h11

0

$Dc~ l !e2*dk8c
k8,s
1~ l !

f h
21G~k8!21c

k8,s
2~ l !

%

3e2V0~c~<0!!, ~21!

where, from now on, we denote byck8,s
6( l ) the vector

(ck81pF,1,s
6( l ) ,ck82pF ,21,s

6( l ) ) and

G~k8!215S ~2 ik02k82!2(2pk8) 0

0 ~2 ik02k82!1(2pk8).
D . ~22!

One can verify thatVh is given by the sum of terms of th
form

Vh~c~<h!!5 (
m51

`

(
n50

` E )
i51

2m

dki8 f n,m
h ~k18 ,...,k2m8 ;z!

3)
i51

m

ck
i81vi pF ,s i

1~<h! )
i5m11

2m

ck
i81vi pF ,s i

2~<h!

3dS (
i51

m

~ki81vi pF!2 (
i5m11

2m

~ki81vi pF!

12np D ~23!

and f n,m
h , the kernels of the effective potential, are express

by sum of suitable Feynmann diagrams. Akth order diagram
contributing tof n,m

h can be obtained17 from k graph elements
representing the addends in Eq.~18!, formed by vertices with
emerging oriented half lines with indicesvi , ki , hi symbol-

izing the fieldsc
k
i81vi pF ,vi

6(hi ) , by pairing the half lines with

consistent orientation and same indiceshi.h ~contractions!
in such a way that the resulting graph turns out to be c
nected; 2m half lines withhi<h are left not paired. The no
paired lines are called external lines. To each paired line
associate a propagatorgvi

hi (ki81vi pF) and to the vertices are

associated the kernels in Eq.~18!; integrating the product of
these factors over all the momentaki of the paired lines we
obtain the value of the graph contributing tof n,m

h , if the
expression is multiplied by a suitable sign to take into a
count the Fermi statistic.

A maximal connected subset of lines with scales>hv is
called cluster17 with scalehv , and denoted byv. An inclu-
sion relation can be established between the clusters, in
a way that the innermost clusters are the clusters with
higher scale, and so on; see Fig. 1 for an example of gra
with its clusters, pictured as boxes including the paired lin

Fixing the form of a graph over the sum of all the intern
scales gives a contribution to the effective potential. If o
excludes the clusters with two or four external lines this s
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admits a bound uniform in the order of the graph or
L,b; more precisely, the clustersv with two or four external
lines which, if present in a graph, make it impossible
obtain a bound uniform in the order of the graph or inL,b
are only the ones whose external lines verify the conditi5

( i« ivi pF12np50, wherevi ,« i56 are the indices of the
external lines, so that the momenta of the external lines
be simultaneously near the Fermi surface. This is not surp
ing, since after the sum over the intermediate scales a g
corresponds to a term of the naive unrenormalized pertu
tion expansion, which by a power counting is a renorma
able theory.

We therefore have to set up a different perturbative
pansion for computingN and this is done, in the
renormalization-group framework by introducing a localiz
tion operator17 which is a linear operator acting on the ke
nels of the effective potentialVh and extracting its relevan
partLVh. The localization operator is defined in the follow
ing way:

~1! if m.4,

Lf n,mh ~k18 ,...,km8 !50

~2! if m54,

Lf n,4h ~k18 ,k28 ,k38 ,k48!5d~v11v22v32v4!pF1n2p,0f n,4
h ~0,0,0,0!

~24!

~3! if m52,

Lf n,2h ~k18 ,k28!5d~v12v2!pF12np,0@ f n,2
h ~0,0!1E~k8

1vpF!]k8 f n,2
h ~0,0!1k0]k0f n,2

h ~0,0!#.

~25!

The presence of the Kroneckerd’s in the right-hand side
~rhs! of Eqs. ~24! and ~25! says that the only relevant pro
cesses involve fermions with momenta near the Fermi
face. The relevant part of the effective potentialLVh de-
pends on the value ofpF and on the value of the spin. In th
filled-band case we find

FIG. 1. An example of a graph contributing toVhv0. The closed
lines without arrows represent the cluster.
n
s-
ph
a-
-

-

-

r-

LVh5ghnhFn
<h1ghshFs

<h1ahFa
<h1zhFz

<h1thFt
<h

1 i hFq
<h1(

i51

6

lh,iFl,i
<h , ~26!

where vh5(nh ,sh ,ah ,zh ,i h ,th ,lh,i) ~Ref. 27! are called
running coupling constants and

Fi
<h5(

v,s
E dk8g ick81vpF ,v,s

1~<h! ck81« ivpF ,« iv,s
2~<h!

with gn51, «n51; gs51, «s521; ga5E(k81vpF),
«a51; gq5E(k81vpF), «q521; gz52 ik0 , «z51; g t
52 ik0 , « t521; moreover,

Fl,i
<h~v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v4!5 (

s,s8
E )

j51

4

dkj8ck
181v1pF ,v1 ,s

1~<h!

3ck
281v2pF ,v2 ,s8

1~<h!
ck

381v3pF ,v3 ,s8
2~<h!

3ck
481v4pF ,v4 ,s

2~<h! dS (
i

« iki8D
and, if the fermions are spinning,

Fl,1
<h5(

v
F<h~v,2v,v,2v!,

Fl,2
<h5(

v
F<0~v,2v,2v,v!,

Fl,3
<h5(

v
F<h~v,v,2v,2v!,

~27!

Fl,4
<h5(

v
F~v,v,v,v!,

Fl,5
<h5(

v
F<h~v,v,2v,v!,

Fl,6
<h5(

v
F<h~2v,v,v,v!.

Note the following.

~1! If the fermions are spinless andpFÞp/a ~not filled-band
case! Fl,1

<h[2Fl,2
<h , Fl,3

<h5Fl,4
<h5Fl,5

<h5Fl,6
<h50, and

g1,h52g2,h5lh , sh5th5 i h50, having also used the
Kroneckerd’s in Eqs. ~24! and ~25!. Then the relevant
part of the effective potential of the model Eq.~1! coin-
cides with the relevant part of the effective potential
the Luttinger model@but in the Luttinger model, by sym
metry reason,nh50 ~Ref. 20!#.

~2! If the fermions are spinless andpF5p/a ~filled-band
case! Fl,1

<h[2Fl,2
<h , Fl,3

<h5Fl,4
<h5Fl,5

<h5Fl,6
<h50, and

g1,h52g2,h5lh , having used also the Kroneckerd’s in
Eqs.~24! and~25!. Then the relevant part of the effectiv
potential of the model Eq.~1! coincides with the relevan
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part of the effective potential of the massive Lutting
model~but in the massive Luttinger model, by symmet
reason,nh5th5 i h50!.

~3! If the fermions are spinning andpFÞp/a, p/2a, i.e., in
the not filled nor half-filled-band case, then by thed’s in
Eqs. ~24! and ~25! g3,h5g5,h5g6,h5sh5 i h5th50 and
the relevant part of the effective potential of the mod
Eq. ~1! coincides with the relevant part of the effectiv
potential of the Luther-Emery model. The termsFl,1

<h is
called in the literature forward scattering and the ter
Fl,2

<h , Fl,4
<h are called backward scattering.

~4! If the fermions are spinning andpF5p/2a, i.e., in the
half-filled band case everything is identical to the abo
case but there is more the Umklapp scattering te
ve

n-
sl
h
q

u

a
m

e
n
r-
ll
de
pr
u
b
ire
n-

g

l

s

e

g3,h . The relevant part of the effective potential of th
model Eq.~1! coincides in this case with the releva
part of the effective potential of the Umklapp model.

~5! Finally, if the fermions are spinning andpF5p/a, i.e.,
in the filled-band spinning case all the terms in Eq.~26!
are present. The model corresponding to this case ha
counterpart in theg-ology literature.

Note then, that our renormalization-group treatme
shows in a very clear way the relation between the model
~1! and theg-ology models usually studied in the literatur

By means of the localization operator we define a diff
ent perturbative expansion for computingN. If R512L and
Ch

21[Ch
21(k8)5(k52`

h f k(k8) we write
E $Dc~<0!e2*dk8c
k8,s
1~<0!

C0G
21c

k8,s
2~<0!

%e2LV0~c~<0!!2RV0~c~<0!!

5E $Dc~<21!e2*dk8c
k8,s
1~<21!

C21G
21c

k8,s
2~<21!

%e2V21~c~<21!!

5E $Dc~<21!e2*dkc
k8,s
1~<21!

C21G
21c

k8,s
2~<21!

%e2LV21~c~<21!!2RV21~c~<21!!5••• , ~28!
ion.

g-

ng

a

an
n-

the

ur

in
he
ich
i.e., we organize each integration by writing the effecti
potential Vh as LVh1RVh. In this way Vh is a series
~renormalized expansion! in the running-coupling con-
stants vk5(nh ,sh ,ah ,zh ,i h ,th ,l i ,h), k.h and vh obeys
to a recursive relation, called beta function,vh
5bh(vh11 ,...,v0).

17,19

The effective potential is still given by a sum of Fey
mann graphs which differ with respect to others previou
introduced because they are obtained contracting the
lines of vertices not only coming from the addends in E
~18! but also from the addends inLVk, with k>h; moreover
on each clusterv with two or four external lines theR op-
eration acts so that its valuef 2

hv or f 4
hv in the graph is re-

placed byRf 2
hv andRf 4

hv; it is easy to check6 that the sum
over the intermediate scales of these graphs is bounded
formly in the order of the graph as well as inL,b. Even
more, estimating the fermionic expectations in the renorm
ized expansion for the effective potential by the Grah
Hadamard inequality~which exploits the anticommutativity
of fermions!, one can prove the analyticity of the effectiv
potential as a function of the running-coupling constants i
small domain. This follows from Ref. 28 in which a reno
malized expansion for the effective potential essentia
identical to our one is discussed for the Gross-Neveu mo
Of course the above procedure is a resummation of the
viously, apparently divergent series. Therefore, the diffic
ties are now hidden in the running-coupling constants. To
useful, the new expansion for the effective potential requ
knowledge of theh dependence of the running-coupling co
stants, and, in particular, that maxk.huvku is so small that the
series converge. Theh dependence of the running-couplin
y
alf
.

ni-

l-
-

a

y
l.
e-
l-
e
s

constants can be derived by the study of the beta funct
However, we do not expect that maxk.huvku is small as is
noted below.

~1! We have assumed thatghnh , ghsh are vanishing as
h→2`. One can expect to obtain this for the runnin
coupling constants corresponding toFn

<h , by choosing
in a suitable way the countertermn, but there are no free
parameters in the Hamiltonian for the running-coupli
constants corresponding toFs

<h .
~2! Also, the marginal couplings give problems. In fact by

second-order computation we get

ah215ah1b1lh
2, zh215zh1b1lh

2,
~29!

lh215lh ,
with b1.0, so that the vanishing of the second-orderb
function for lh has the effect thatlh is constant in this
approximation and thereforeah , zh grows more and
more ash→2`. One could hope that the third-orderb
function is not vanishing and negative, but indeed
explicit computation shows that it has the effect of i
creasinglh .

29

IV. ANOMALOUS SCALING

The fact that, at least by a second-order computation,
running-coupling constants seem to be unbounded~or at
least they grow so large to go beyond the possibility of o
nonperturbative approach! is an indication that the
Schwinger function decay for large distances is different
the free or interacting theory. It is possible to extend t
methods followed so far to a more general approach wh
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can take into account a possible modification of t
Schwinger function behavior with respect to the free ca
Such behavior is called ‘‘anomalous scaling.’’30,31,19–21,5,6,17

The idea is to integrate over the fields on each scale
inserting the terms of the relevant part of the effective p
tential, that in the previous approach causes the uncon
lable growth of the running-coupling constants, in the in
gration, so taking them into account by a change in
propagator. For simplicity of notations we discuss the sp
less case, but everything in this section holds for any va
of s.

The integration can be defined recursively in the follo
ing way, settingZ051: once the fieldsc0,...,ch11 have
been integrated we have to evaluate

N5E $Dc~<h!e2*dk8ChZhc
k8,s
1~<h!G~h!~k8!21c

k8,s
2~<h!

%

3e2Vh~AZhc~<h!!, ~30!

where

LVh5nhFn
<h1shFs

<h1ahFa
<h1zhFz

<h1 i hFt
<h1thFq

<h

1lhFl
<h ,

and

G~h!~k8!215S ~2 ik02k8222pk8! sh~k8!

sh~k8! ~2 ik02k8212pk8!
D . ~31!

We write Eq.~30! as

E $Dc~<h!e2*dk8c
k8,s
1~<h!

Ch~k8!Zh21~k8!G~h21!~k8!21c
k8,s
2~<h!

%

3e2 V̄h~AZhc~<h!, ~32!

where Ṽh5LV̄h1(12L)Vh,
in
e.

y
-
l-
-
e
-
e

-

LṼh5nhFn
<h1~ah2zh!Fa

<01thFt
<01 i hFq

<h1lhFl
<h ,

and

Zh21~k8!5Zh1Ch
21~k8!Zhzh ,

~33!
Zh21~k8!sh21~k8!5Zhsh~k8!1ZhCh

21~k8!sh .

Now one can perform the integration respect toc (h) writ-
ing Eq. ~32! as

E $Dc~<h21!e2*dk8c
k8,s
1~<h21!

Ch21Zh21G~h21!~k8!21c
k8,s
2~<h21!

%

3E $Dc~h!e2*dk8c
k8,s
1~h!

f̃ hZh21G~h21!~k8!21c
k8,s
2~h!

%

3e2LV̄h~AZh21c~<h!!1RV̄h~AZh21c~<h!!, ~34!

where

f̃ h[ f̃ h~k8!5Zh21F Ch
21~k8!

Zh21~k8!
2
Ch21

21 ~k8!

Zh21
G ,

Zh21[Zh21~0!, RV̂h~c!5RVhF S Zh
Zh21

D 1/2cG ,
and

LV̂h5ghnhFn
<h1dhFa

<h1thFt
<h1qhFq

<h1ghFl
<h ,

~35!

with

ghnh5
Zh
Zh21

nh , dh5
Zh
Zh21

~ah2zh!, th5
Zh
Zh21

th ,
~36!

qh5
Zh
Zh21

i h , gh5S Zh
Zh21

D 2lh

and, if
Gh21~k8!5
1

Ah21~k8! S ~2 ik02k8212pk8! 2sh21~k8!

2sh21~k8! ~2 ik02k8222pk8!
D ,

Ah21~k8!5@~2 ik01k82!22~2pk8!22sh21~k8!2#,
s
the
he

he
ch

-

the anomalous propagator corresponding to the second
gration in Eq.~34! is

gh~x2y!5
1

Zh21
E dkeik~x2y! f̃ h~k!G~h21!~k!. ~37!

We perform the integration with respect to the fieldc (h)

obtaining

E $Dc~<h21!e2*dk8c
k8,s
1~<h21!

Ch21~k8!Zh21G~h21!~k!21c
k8,s
1~<h21!

%

3e2Vh~AZh21c~<h21!! ~38!
te-and the procedure can be iterated. Note thatsh(k8) is
‘‘weakly’’ dependent on k8. The effective potential
Vh(AZh21c

(<h21)) is given by a sum of Feynmann graph
similar to the one introduced in the preceding section for
renormalized expansion of the effective potential, with t
difference that to the paired lines with scalek joining two
vertices with scalesk1 and k2 , the factorAZk1Zk2g

(k), if

g(k) is the anomalous propagator Eq.~37!, is associated;
moreover inLVk there are no vertices corresponding to t
running-coupling constants which in the previous approa
grew, so affecting the convergence of the series.

If sh[sh(0), one cancheck6 that the anomalous propa
gator Eq.~37! is bounded by, for anyN.1
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ug~h!~x2y!u<A max
i50,1,2

Ush

ghU i gh

Zh

CN

11~ghux2yu!N
, ~39!

whereA is a suitable constant matrix andCN is a suitable
constant. In the not filled-band case5 one introduces an
anomalous-scaling integration identical to the one discus
so far with the only difference thatqh5th5sh[0, see the
considerations after Eq.~26!. On the other hand, the anom
lous propagator obeys the same bound Eq.~39!, with
maxi50,1,2ush /g

hu i replaced by a constant not depending
h. In the not filled-band case it was proved21,5 that, if

max
k>h

unkuuv̄ku5 «̄ h , max
k>h

U Zk
Zk21

U<eC «̄h
2
, ~40!

with v̄k5(dh ,th ,qh ,gh), the k-order contributions to the
kernels of the effective potentialVh21 and of theb function
bh21 is bounded byCk «̄ h

k ; the same proof holds in this cas
~up to ‘‘trivial’’ changes! and it allows us to conclude tha
the k-order contributions to the kernels of the effective p
tential or to theb function is bounded byCkC̃h

k«h
k , if

C̃h5 max
i50,1,2
k>h

Usk

gkU i .
This bound does not depend onL and we can remove th
infrared cutoff, i.e., we can take the limitL→2` on the
effective potential.

V. THE FLOW OF THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP

Contrary to the preceding sections, in the following, t
assumption of spinless fermions is crucial. We have see
the end of Sec. IV that, given a constantC̃, if C̃h<C̃ the
kernels of the effective potentialVh21 and the beta function
bh21 are analytic as functions of their arguments,
«̄ h,«,1/C̃C and «̄ h is defined in Eq.~40!.32 Of course,
there is no reason for whichC̃h<C̃ for any h so we call
h*[h̃(C̃) the scale such thatC̃h*<C̃ and C̃h*21.C̃; the
scaleh* can be computed once we know theh dependence
of sh . Then, if forh>h* it holds that «̄ h,« we have that
the kernels of the effective potentialVh21 and the beta func-
tion bh21 are well defined forh>h* ; to prove this, and
computeh* we need information on theh dependence of the
running-coupling constants, what is provided by the study
the beta function.

It is possible to choose the countertermn so that unhu
,« for any 0>h>h* ; in fact, given any sequence o
running-coupling constants verifying maxi,k>huv̄ku<«,
maxk>huZk /Zk21u<eb1«, nh obeys to the equationnh215gnh
1bn

h , with ubn
hu,K«2, if K is a constant. One obtains th

nh5g2h(n01( j5h11
0 g j21bn

j ) so that, choosingn such that
n0 satisfiesn01( j5h*

0 g j21bn
j 50 of coursenh*50 and

unhu<« for any h>h* . The value ofn0 so thatunhu<« for
anyh>h* is not unique; from the value ofh* computed in
Eq. ~44! it is clear that, ifn̄0 is the value such thatnh*50,
any n05 n̄01O(u2) has the effect thatunhu<« for any h
>h* .
ed

-

at

f

It is convenient to write the anomalous propagator E
~37! as6

gv,v
h ~x2y!5gv,L

h ~x2y!1C1,v
h ~x2y!1C2,v

h ~x2y!,
~41!

gv,L
h ~x2y!5E dk8

~2p!2
eik8x

Zh

f @g22h~k0
21k82!#

2 ik022pvk8
,

wheregv,L
(h) (x2y) is just the propagator ‘‘at scaleh’’ of the

Luttinger model20 and

ugv,L
~h! ~x2y!u<B

gh

Zh

CN

11~ghux2yu!N
,

for a suitable constantB. Moreover,

uC1~x2y!u<B
g2h

Zh

CN

11~ghux2yu!N
,

uC2~x2y!u<B
gh

Zh
S sh

ghD 2 CN

11~ghux2yu!N
,

and

ugv,2v
~h! ~x2y!u<B

gh

Zh

sh

gh

CN

11~ghux2yu!N
.

This decomposition of the propagator will allow us to extra
in theb function a part coinciding with the Luttinger mode
b function. In fact we can write

gh215gh1Gl
1,h1Gl

2,h1ghRl
h ,

sh215sh1Gs
1,h1ghRs

h ,

dh215dh1Gd
1,h1Gd

2,h1ghRd
h ,

~42!

th215th1Gt
2,h1ghRt

h ,

qh215qh1Gq
2,h1ghRu

h ,

Zh21

Zh
511Gz

1,h1Gz
2,h1ghRz

h ,

where ~1! Gl
1,h[Gl

1,h(gh ,dh ;...;g0 ,d0), Gd
1,h

[Gd
1,h(gh ,dh ;...;g0 ,d0) and Gz

1,h[Gz
1,h(gh ,dh ;...;g0 ,d0)

are given by series of terms involving only the Lutting
model part of the propagatorgv,L

k (x2y), k>h, see Eq.~41!;
~2! Gs

1,h , Gl
2,h , Gd

2,h , Gz
2,h , Gt

2,h , Gq
2,h depend on all the

running-coupling constants and are given by a series of te
involving at least a propagatorC2,v

k (x2y) or gv,2v
(k) (x

2y), k>h; ~3! Ri
h , i5l, z, s, d, t, q depend on all the

running-coupling constants and are given by a series of te
involving at least a propagatorC1,v

k (x2y), k>h. We have
not written theb function for nh , as we know that with the
right choice ofn we have thatunhu<« for any h>h* .

The b function generates a recursion that is a sh
memory dynamical system in the sense that is a set of e
tions of the formvh215bh(vh ,vh11 ,...,v0) which behaves
‘‘essentially’’ as a system without memoryvh21
5bh(vh ,vh ,...,vh) ~this is a consequence of the conve
gence of theb function as function of its arguments21!. Even
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more, the convergence of Eq.~42! allows us to say that the
lowest nonzero terms determinate the evolution of
running-coupling constants.

Let us call$Gh%2 the second-order contribution to theb
function with equal arguments,Gh[Gh(vh ,...,vh). Then by
an explicit computation

$Gl
1,h%250 $Gd

1,h%250,

$Gz
1,h%25b3gh

2, $Gs
1,h%252b1ghsh ,

$Gt
2,h%25b4gh

sh

gh , $Gt
2,h%25b5gh

sh

gh ,

with b1 , b2 , b3 , b4.0.
The fact that$Gl

1,h%250, $Gd
1,h%250 could generate a

problem, as one cannot excludea priori, that there is some
nonvanishing term at some large order, and the evolution
the running-coupling constants will depend critically on th
unknown term. Fortunately, it is possible to prove that

lim
h→2`

Gl
1,h~g,d;...;g,d!50,

lim
h→2`

Gd
1,h~g,d;...;g,d!50,

i.e., it is vanishing at all orders. In factGl
1,h , Gd

1,h coincide,
up to terms vanishing ash→2` asO(gh), with the corre-
spondent quantities of the Luttinger model, and, by using
properties of the exact solution10,12 one can prove that it is
vanishing.17,20,21,5,33

Finally, as uRi
hu<K«h

2, i5l,d,s,z, and uGl
2,hu, uGd

2,hu,
uGz

2,hu, uGt
2,hu, uGq

2,hu<K«hC̃h one finds6

2c1l
2,ugh212g0u,c2l

2,

lb1c4h< lnS sh21

s0
D<lb1c3h,

2b3c1l
2h< ln~ uZh21u!<2b3c2l

2h,
~43!

2c1ulu,uth212t0u,c2ulu,

2c1ulu,uqh212q0u,c2ulu,

2c1ulu,udh212d0u,c2ulu

for suitable constantsc1 ,c2.0 andc4,c3.0, i.e., the flow is
essentially described by the second-order truncation of thb
function. We use that(h5h*

0 C̃h<K, if K is a constant.
From Eq. ~43! it follows that it is possible to choosel

small enough so that the series forVh21 and bh21, if
h>h* , are convergent; moreover from Eq.~43! it is possible
to obtain an upper and lower bound forh*

lng~C̃21s0!

12lb1c4
<h*<

lng~C̃21s0!11

12lb1c3
. ~44!

The above analysis is performed by approximating
anomalous propagator Eq.~37! with the Luttinger model
propagator by Eq.~41!. This approximation is, of course, no
reasonable for largeuhu corresponding to momenta negligib
e

of

e

e

with respect to thesh term due to the periodic potential. Bu
for the scalesh,h* the bound6

ug~,h* !~x2y!u<A
gh*

Zh*
S gh*

sh*
D CN

11sh*
N ux2yuN

~45!

holds and, from Eqs.~43! and~44!, (gh* /sh* )<K/C, if K is

a constant. In other words, the propagatorgv,v8
(<h* )(x2y)

obeys to the same bound ofgv,v8
(h) (x2y) for h>h* ; our

choice ofh* is made just to obtain this. The integration
the scale between2` andh* is equivalent to the integration
of a single scale in a not filled-band theory, so that for t
same considerations at the end of Sec. IV also the se
expressing

E $Dc~,h* !e2*dkck,s
1~,h* !Ch21~k!Zh21G~h* !~k!21ck,s

1~,h* !

%

3e2Vh* ~AZh* !c~<h* !) ~46!

is convergent. Thenth order of the series in the running
coupling constants for the effective potential forh.h* is
bounded by («̄ h* )

nC̃nC1
n while the nth order term of the

series Eq.~46! is bounded by («̄ h*21)
n(C2 /C)

n so that
there is a nonambiguous way to fixC̃ so that «̄ h* is the
largest possible.

The Schwinger function Eq.~2! admits a perturbative ex
pansion similar to the one of the partition function, who
convergence follows from the partition function expansi
convergence;21 it holds that

S~x,y!5Su.v.~x,y!1 (
h5h*

0

(
v1 ,v2

eip~v1x2v2y!

3@gv1 ,v2

~h! ~x2y!1S̄v1 ,v2

~h! ~x,y!#, ~47!

where we callg(<h* )(x2y) simplyg(h* )(x2y) and the first
addend is bounded byCN /(11ux2yuN); S̄v1 ,v2

(h) (x,y) is

given by a sum of Feynmann graphs similar to the on
contributing to the effective potential, see Sec. III, with t
difference that~1! they have two external lines, to which th

propagatorsg
v1 ,v8

(h1) (x2x8) or g
v9,v2

(h2) (y2y8) are associated

with h1 ,h2>h and if x8,y8 are, respectively, the coordinate
of the vertex the external lines are entering in or coming o
~2! h is the smallest scale of the propagators contributing
S̄v1 ,v2

(h) (x2y) ~and not, as for the graphs for the effectiv

potential, the scale of the external lines!; ~3! no R acts on
clusters containing the external lines.

Note thatsh* , Zh* depend onC̃, but it is easy to check
that they can be written assh*5s̄h* (11l f 1), Zh*
5Z̄h* (11l f 2), with u f 1u, u f 2u bounded by some constan
and s̄h* , Z̄h* independent onC̃. Let us define

h152
ln~ Z̄h* !

ln u
, 11h25

ln~ s̄h* !

ln u
~48!

which are, respectively, O(l2) and O(l), with
sign~h2!5sign(l).
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One can check21 that uS̄v,v
(h) (x,y)u<A «̃ (gh/Zh)CN /@1

1(ghux2yu)N# and

uS̄v,2v
~h! ~x2y!u<A «̃ ~sh /Zh!CN/11~ghux2yu!N,

if «̃ 5max(u,u11h1,ulu); the extra factorsh /g
h in the second

bound follows from the fact that in the graph contributing
S̄v,2v
(h) (x,y) there is at least a nondiagonal propagator, wh

obeys, see the lines after Eq.~41!, to a bound similar to the
diagonal propagator but with a factor moresk /g

k<sh /g
h,

k>h.
We now prove the statements of Sec. II. The bounds E

~9! and ~10! can be obtained by Eq.~47!, as for g2hx21

,ux2yu<g2hx, hx.h* , if ugv1 ,v2

(h) (x2y)1S̄v1 ,v2

(h) (x,y)u
<ḡ(h)(x2y):

(
h50

h*

ḡ~h!~x2y!<A1F (
h5h*

hx21
gh

Zh
1 (

h5hx

0
gh

Zh

CN

gNhux2yuNG
<A2g

hx~12h3! ~49!

while for ux2yu>sh*
21:

(
h50

h*

ḡ~h!~x2y!<
CN

ux2yuN (
h5h*11

1
g2~N21!h

Zh

<A2

gh*

Zh*

CN

~gh* ux2yu!N
. ~50!

The occupation-number discontinuity can be obtained no
that, from the theory of the Bloch waves,f(pF

1 ,x)
5cos(pFx)1O(u) andf(pF

2 ,x)5 i sin(pFx)1O(u) so that
the occupation-number discontinuity Eq.~5! can be written
as

Z215
1

L E dx dy$cos@pF~x1y!#1r ~u!%SL,b~x,y!

with r (u)5O(u). By inserting in the above expression E
~47! we obtain several terms that we can bound in the
lowing way, if Ki are positive constants:

r ~u!

L E dx dy (
h5h*

0

(
v1 ,v2

ugv1 ,v2

~h! ~x,y!1S̄v1 ,v2

~h! ~x,y!u

<K1u (
h5h*

0
1

Zh
<K2u lnu<K3u

h1, ~51!

1

L E dx dy cos@pF~x1y!# (
h5h*

0

(
v1 ,v2

uS̄v1 ,v2

~h! ~x,y!u

<K4 (
h5h*

0
sh

Zhg
h< «̄K5u

h1 ~52!

in which we take into account that in the sum only the ter
v152v2 survive;
h

s.

g

l-

s

1

L E dx dy cos@pF~x1y!#gv1 ,v2

~h! ~x2y!

5E dk0 (
h5h*

0

f̃ h~0,k0!
1

Zh
@Gh~0,k0!21#v,2v ~53!

verifies the bound Eq.~12!; finally

1

L E dx dy$cos@pF~x1y!#1r ~u!%Su.v.~x,y!<K7u.

~54!

Let us prove the decomposition Eq.~14!. By di-
agonalizing the quadratic form ĝ(h)(x,y)
5(v1 ,v2

eip(v1x2v2y)gv1 ,v2

(h) (x2y) it is possible to see that

ĝ~h!~x,y!5E dk8eik8~x2y!
f̃ h~k8!

Zh
FFxy~k8,sh!

A1B

1
Fxy~2k8,2sh!

A2B G ,
where

Fxy~k8,sh!5f̂~k8,x,sh!f̂~k8,2y,sh!,

f̂~k8,x,sh!5
1

A2B FAB2CeipFx2
e2 ipFx

AB2C
G ,

andA52 ik01k82, B5A(C21sh
2) andC52pk8. We can

rewrite the above integral in terms of thek variable. Recall
that, if v5sign~k! and f h(k8)Þ0, thenk5vpF1k8. Hence

ĝh~x2y!5 (
v1 ,v2

eip~v1x2v2y!gv1 ,v2

h ~x2y!

5E dk
f̃ h~k!

Zh~k!

f̂~k,x,sh!f̂~k,2y,sh!e
ik0~x02y0!

2 ik02@ «̂~k,sh!2p2#
,

~55!

where

«̂~k,sh!5~ uku2p!212p sign~ uku2p!

3A~ uku2p!21sh
21p2 ~56!

and

f̂~k,x,sh!5eikxu~k,x,sh!, ~57!

u~k,x,sh!5e2 i sign~k!px

3F cos~px!A11
sign~ uku2p!sh

A~ uku2p!21sh
2

1 i sign~k!sin~px!A12
sign~ uku2p!sh

A~ uku2p!21sh
2G .
~58!

In Ref. 6 by a careful analysis of the Bloch waves it
shown that
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uf̂~k,x,u!2f~k,x,u!u5O~u!,
~59!

u«̂~k,u!2«~k,u!u5O~u2!,

wheref(k,x,u) are the Bloch waves i.e., the solutions
Eq. ~4! and«(k,u) the dispersion relation. The fourth stat
ment of the theorem then follows.

Finally, the lower bound on the spectral gap can be
tained by repeating the computations in the preceding
tions using an analytic partition of the unity instead of
C` one, see Sec. III. In fact in this way one can prove t
the Fourier transform of the two-point Schwinger function
bounded as a function ofk0 in a strip of the imaginary plane
of width û(pF)/2. We preferred aC` decomposition, as it
makes the exposition more readable and intuitive, but th
should be no problem to use an analytic decomposition.

At the end, note that our results are independent on
constantC̃, which is arbitrary; in facth1 ,h2 as well as the
constants entering in the bounds of the theorem do not
pend onC̃, which only affects the convergence radius of t
series, i.e., there is an optimal way to choose it; analo
considerations can be made for the parameterg.

VI. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

A renormalization-group treatment allows us to clar
this intuition of equivalence between different models in t
context. Namely we can consider two models equivalen
their b functions coincide up to termsO(gh). This means
that, see Eq.~48!, the critical indices coincides at least at th
first order. In this sense we think that the above analy
makes clear that the model with Hamiltonian Eq.~1! in the
spinless case and atpF5qp/a is equivalent to the massiv
Luttinger model Eq.~15!; one can repeat for this model th
same renormalization-group analysis almost with
changes: the only~trivial! differences are that the dispersio
relation is linear@so, for instance, the terms quadratic ink in
Eq. ~37! are not present# and thatnh5th5qh[0 for sym-
metry reasons. In other words, the relation between
filled-band model Eq.~1! and the massive Luttinger mode
s

-
c-

t

re

e

e-

e

if

is

t

e

Eq. ~15! is the same of the one20 between theu50 model
Eq. ~1! and the Luttinger model.

Another equivalent model is a relativistic quantum-fie
model, the Yukawa2 model, describing a relativistic massiv
fermion ind51. One can easily convince himself of this fa
noting that the anomalous propagator Eq.~37! can be written
as

g~h!~x2y!5gY
~h!~x2y!1C1

h~x2y!, ~60!

where

gY
~h!~x2y!5

1

Zh
E dk f̃h~k!eik~x2y!

k”1shI

k21sh
2 ~61!

with k”5 ik0g012pkg1, if g0 ,g1 are theg-matrices for a
relativistic d51 Fermi field with light velocity 2p; gY

(h) is
dominant as

uC1
~h!~x2y!u<A

g2h

Zh

CN

11~ghux2yu!N

with A a suitable constant matrix, i.e., it obeys to a simi
bound with an extra factorgh; gY

h is just the infrared propa-
gator at scaleh of the Yukawa2 model~sh is just the fermion
mass at scaleh! and it is trivial to check that the two model
are equivalent according to the above definition.

As a conclusion let us discuss briefly the spinning ca
The only difference with the spinless case treated here is
there are more running-coupling constants correspondin
quartic monomials in the fields, and the second-orderb func-
tion is in this case much more complex. One can verify t
the dynamical-system correspondent to the second-ordb
function has a variety of behaviors; it seems that only
special choices of the potential might everything stay u
changed, with respect to the spinless case, while, in gen
new ideas seem necessary.

We are indebted to G. Benfatto and G. Gallavotti for th
continuous and encouraging advice.
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